
Epicor NestLink

Real-time, bidirectional, and fully automated nesting job 
integration for Epicor ERP  
Increase the efficiency of the shop floor by closing the gap between Epicor ERP and your 

nesting software. Epicor NestLink integrates Epicor ERP with leading nesting software like 

ProNest® and SigmaNEST®, allowing shop floor users to: 

 X Visualize new nesting jobs in real time

 X Capture the actual material usage on Epicor jobs

 X Never miss a file from the nesting parts library

 X Modify existing nesting work orders

Features

Create new nesting work orders
When a new job is created in Epicor ERP, Epicor NestLink automatically checks the part 

method to find all bill of materials (BOM) items that need to be nested and cut to create 

new work orders in your nesting tool.

Modify existing nesting work orders
Epicor NestLink Work Order Manager’s color-coded screen lets you easily add, change, and 

remove parts on existing nesting work orders.

Update Epicor job BOM
After parts are nested and cut, Epicor NestLink automatically adds nested items to the job 

BOM. For each nested item, it adds the material used with the actual cut quantities.

Product
 X Epicor® ERP

Benefits
 X Create new nesting work orders 

from your Epicor job

 X Update Epicor job BOM from your 

nesting tool

 X Integrate with your nesting tool 

parts library

 X Modify existing nesting work orders 

Epicor BOM after Epicor NestLink added nested items to job BOM—including material used with 
actual cut quantities.
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Powered by QBuild 
Since 2002, QBuild has provided 

superior service to customers across 

the globe, earning the reputation as 

the best CAD ERP Integrator in North 

America. QBuild offers the highest 

quality of Engineering Design Interface 

Software on the market today, enabling 

the direct connection of CAD data 

to ERP, reducing engineering costs, 

streamlining internal ECN processes, 

and equipping sales teams with 

engineering expertise.

About Encompass
Encompass Solutions is a business and software consulting firm that specializes in ERP systems, EDI, and Managed Services 
support for Manufacturers and Distributors. Serving small and medium-sized businesses since 2001, Encompass has helped 
modernize operations and automate processes for hundreds of customers across the globe. Whether undertaking full-scale 
implementation, integration, and renovation of existing systems, Encompass provides a specialized approach to every client’s 
needs. By identifying customer requirements and addressing them with the right solutions, we ensure our clients are 
equipped to match the pace of Industry.

Contact us today    info@encompass-inc.com     www.encompass-inc.com




